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 Organisatie en processen

Profitable growth is the result of a thorough understanding 

of what drives the value in your portfolio, who your cus- 

tomers are, what their needs are and what they are willing to 

pay. What follows is an advanced view of the market: the ex-

tent to which a product appeals to the needs of prospective 

buyers, or in other words, the deserved market share of each 

product. In this article we present a pragmatic approach to 

map your deserved market share and outline three profitable 

growth strategies: create a targeted sales approach to achieve 

its deserved share; enhance the value proposition to grow its 

deserved share or use pricing excellence to maximize earn- 

ings. Knowing your deserved market share and translating 

this to your growth strategy avoids profit absorbing price wars 

and enables focused investment in growth. This article might 

just change the way you think about your product portfolio, 

the markets you operate in and the growth path you had en-

visaged.

Market share: a means or an end?
Business leaders are increasingly rethinking their historically 

grown obsession for market share:

 ~  ‘Acer’s strategy to expand market share will now focus more 

on profit margins than low prices.’ JT Wang, CEO Acer.

 ~ ‘ And as we return the company to growth, it’ll be disci-

plined, profitable growth for the right reasons – a different 

kind of growth.’ Howard Schultz, CEO Starbucks.

 ~ ‘ Apple will focus on making the best products for cus- 

tomers and never blindly pursue market share.’ Phil  

Shiller, CMO Apple.

The market share obsession originated from the 1980’s 

during which the large scale globalization of companies 

caused a thirst for revenues which had to be fuelled by a 

market share driven strategy. This strategy was further  

backed by academics and was professed at MBA’s, linking 

increased market share to increased profits. With the lion’s 

share of companies operating in mature industries this  

model has ceased to function as predictor of profitability. In 

fact, 1-3 percent of revenue (Simon et al., 2006) is sacrificed 
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by excessively focusing on market share.
Not surprisingly this quest for market share has backfired for 
so many. In the aftermath of the traditional film era market 
leader Kodak chose to slash prices in an effort to win the  
battle for market share with Fuji. Both parties lost a tremen-
dous amount of money and Kodak, the initiator of the price 
war, went bankrupt. Kodak would have been better off to in-
vest their scarce financial resources in innovation and jump 
the bandwagon of the rapidly growing digital film market.
There are numerous other examples of companies that fol- 
lowed a similar strategy each with roughly the same results: 
equal or lower volumes and dramatically lower profits.

So why does a volume strategy risk killing profits?
There are multiple underlying reasons due to which excessive 
volume strategies could result in lower profits.

 ~  Lower prices are used to ‘buy’ market share – lowering prices 
will harm profits when your main competitors follow suit. 
The result is equal volume against lower income per unit, 
hence lower profits overall.

 ~  Expansion evokes competitive price reaction – moving into a 
space of the market that is currently dominated by others 
might evoke a downwards price spiral that negatively affects 
profit potential.

 ~  Key value drivers of customers are not understood – without 
knowledge of your target group’s value drivers and their 
price sensitivity, price cuts might not have the much antici-
pated volume effect.

The mechanism that causes volume strategies to backfire is 
the vicious price cycle, a phenomenon that resembles the 
prisoner’s dilemma (see figure 1). If a market leader suspects 
new entrants to threaten its dominant position in the market 
it is likely to show aggressive pricing behavior. New entrants 
or followers in the market in their turn will feel threatened 
and follow the price decrease in an effort to defend their mar-
ket share. In the end all parties end up with roughly the same 
share of the market but each with much lower income.
There are other ways of responding to such challenges as can 
be seen from the automotive industry. In 2004 Porsche and 
General Motors were both faced with a declining demand and 

both feared a drop in revenues as well as market share. 
Wendelin Wiedeking, CEO of Porsche, responded by saying: 
‘We have a policy of keeping prices stable to protect our 
brand. When demand goes down we reduce production but 
don’t lower our prices.’ 
Richard Wagoner, CEO of General Motors, took the opposite 
stance and claimed that price cuts were the way forward: 
‘Fixed costs are extremely high in our industry. We realized 
that in a crisis we are better off with lowering prices than re-
ducing volume.’ 
In figure 2 we can see how the operating margin of both  
companies developed over the years with a clear nose dive for 
GM, having to file for chapter 11 in 2008. GM’s strategy  
clearly did not result in higher volumes as competitors, often 
with much deeper pockets, were able to copy the strategy and 
continue it for a much longer period of time.

So should market share be forgotten as a rightful business 
objective? Obviously not
But we claim that the amount of focus on market share needs to 
fit the maturity phase of the product. Figure 3 depicts how the 
focus on market share should prevail when moving from the 
introduction into the growth phase, but should then quickly 
make way for a focus on profits. Or put differently, the focus 
should shift towards extracting maximum revenues from your 
existing market share, providing sufficient financial legroom to 
fill the pipeline of innovations in the development phase.

Figure 1 

The mechanism of the vicious price cycle

Creative pricing tactics are better 

than unleashing a negative price war
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Companies with products in mature markets, that offer rela-

tively similar value to other players, would be much better off 

extracting more money from their current customers by  

revamping their business model with creative pricing and 

bundling methods, rather than unleashing negative price wars 

in their quest for a larger piece of the pie. Unless companies in 

mature markets are able to innovate and develop fundamen-

tally different products which address unmet customer needs, 

the quest for market share is likely to backfire and kill profits.

Companies should measure and take what they deserve

So the maturity phase serves as a guideline for strategy devel- 

opment, but there are limits to which a product is able to gain 

market share and still earn healthy profits. Therefore, a second 

principle that plays an important role in determining your 

growth strategy is the concept of deserved market share (see 

figure 4). This principle was coined by Dr. Harmer and as- 

sumes that the size of a company’s market share depends on 

the extent to which its value proposition meets the needs of 

customers in that market. In other words, the company’s ‘de-

served share’.

Companies pursuing a share of the market over and above 

their ‘deserved share’ will have to lower prices to convince 

customers to buy their products, as there are alternatives in 

the market that offer better value. It therefore makes econ-

omic sense for a company to pursue their deserved share of 

the market, and once this has been reached, to create further 

value (in the form of new products). This enables them to 

serve and thus ‘deserve’ a larger share of the market. 

The scenario companies want to avoid is where marketing  

budgets are wasted on wheeling in customers that won’t be en-

ticed to buy unless they are offered low prices. Knowing which 

part of the market should essentially be yours, based on the  

value you offer, will make it easier to direct and focus sales and 

promotion efforts. Having a proper understanding of your de-

served market share therefore offers a precision weapon for 

growth, enabling companies to determine with much more cer-

tainty where to invest their scarce financial resources. 

Deserved market share can be measured

At a first glance, developing such a precision weapon may 

seem a purely academic exercise or even utopian to some. But 

there are several thorough yet practical research methods 

available that allow to develop such an advanced view on the 

market. The one that stands out in terms of analytical rigor as 

well as in versatility is conjoint. A conjoint measures the value 

(referred to as utility) that each customer segment attaches to 

individual product features. By running regression analyses 

on the aggregate view of such utility values we can model 

market responses and accurately predict market share devel- 

opments. Since it is near to impossible to simply ask prospec-

tive buyers to assess the relative value of each feature of a  

product or service, conjoint distills this information by of- 

fering customers a simple choice between two product offers, 

each with different compositions of features. Subsequently, 

the value of each feature can be measured. To avoid a lengthy 

and rather technical explanation it suffices to say that this pre-

Figure 2 

Development of operating margin of GM and Porsche between 

2000 and 2008

Figure 3  

From market share focus to profit focus

Deserved market share: reaching a 

product’s full potential in the mar-

ket space 
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Case examples

Some real-life cases for each of the development stages to illustrate our point:

Car2go

Car2go, an electric vehicle rental service from Daimler, was launched in 2010 in Amsterdam with a capacity of 300 Smart cars. Its current 

focus is on growing its volume by expanding into new parts of Amsterdam and by growing its number of customers that have access to 

their service. 

Zalando

Zalando, a German apparel web shop has boosted market share across Europe the last couple of years using low prices and hefty marketing 

investments and is currently struggling to meet the strong demand. The focus has now shifted to turning red numbers into black numbers 

and to boosting profits rather than volume.

Starbucks

Starbucks has pursued a volume strategy in the US by building coffee shops within a two-block range of where their target group lives and 

works. Now the focus lays on extracting as much revenues from each customer that sets foot in their shops by offering ancillary products, 

like muffins, sandwiches and even content like music. 

Videoland

Finally, Videoland shows the example of a player that understands its business model for video rentals will rapidly be overtaken by online 

streaming. It therefore extracts any revenue it can from its installed base, but has been successful in reinventing itself for digital content 

and now offers its vast array of films and series through telecom providers in the Netherlands like KPN.

cision weapon can be developed and applied in strategic de-
cision-making processes on profitable growth.

But how does deserved market share enable us to pick the 
right opportunities for profitable growth?
Now that we have a view on the deserved market shares  
within our product portfolio we can start to translate this to 
concrete growth paths for each individual product. Some  
products may have yet to reach their maximum potential in 
terms of market share; others may experience stagnating 
growth figures and need to start appealing to other markets or 

segments. Finally, there are products that do not optimally  
benefit from the willingness-to-pay of their customers re- 
sulting in suboptimal margin levels. In summary the three 
possible growth paths (see also figure 5) in line with deserved 
market share are:

1.  Achieve deserved market share.
2.  Grow deserved market share.
3.  Maximize earnings from deserved share.

These growth paths need not run sequentially but could run 
in parallel. It all depends on which strategy would deliver the 
biggest return on investment.

1. Achieve deserved market share
This growth path relates to products that have not reached 
their full potential in the market space they currently serve 
and target. The underlying assumption is that customers, that 
form part of the company’s deserved market share, have not 
chosen to buy this product because they were either not yet 
reached or have been persuaded to buy an alternative and are 
thus less, or no longer, inclined to buy. Achieving a product’s 
deserved market share will need to rely on a smart combi- 
nation of sales and promotional activities. Now that sounds 
like a no-brainer and is always easier said than done.
However, methods like Competition Map™ allow for a highly tar-

Figure 4  

The ‘Harmer curve’
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geted commercial strategy and can predict which commercial 

move would instigate the vicious price cycle we try to avoid. 

Other techniques that promote this growth path are related to 

retention of current customers, like raising exit barriers, man-

aging price perception and other more reactive retention tactics.

2. Grow deserved market share
Products that either have reached their maximum potential 

or experience stagnating growth figures can choose to grow 

their deserved market share instead. The underlying as-

sumption here is that by adding additional features to the 

current product, or by developing new varieties of the exist- 

ing product a larger part of the market will be inclined to 

purchase the product. As a result the product’s deserved 

market share grows which offers new opportunities for  

profitable growth. Here techniques linked to innovation play 

a key role, but equally important are portfolio optimization 

exercises that lead to new products or product varieties that 

appeal to new segments.

3. Maximize earnings from deserved share
The third growth path, which could in theory apply to any 

product across any of the development stages, strives to 

maximize the earnings a company gets from its current mar-

ket share. The underlying assumption here is that the current  

pricing model and pricing level do not optimally benefit 

from the willingness-to-pay of the customers currently 

served. There is an array of methods available to study price-

sensitivity and to translate this to new and creative price  

models. Next to this, the technique of bundling maximizes 

earnings as customers purchase more than initially planned. 

This is applicable to B2B service companies, but equally to 

B2C companies like McDonalds (e.g. happy meal) and  

Microsoft (Office bundle). On the other hand, debundling of 

products is a useful strategy when multiple services, or parts 

of a product, are normally automatically included whilst con-

taining strong value in itself. A value driven monetization 

strategy for these ancillary services or features could boost 

margin levels. Companies like Ryanair have done so with 

great success.

Conclusion

If companies become aware of the deserved market share of 

their products and use this to customize their growth path, 

companies will be able to apply much more focus in their 

investments and yield more sustainable and profitable re-

sults. As a first step, companies can calculate the deserved 

market share of their products and plot their product port-

folio on the harmer curve. We recommend the data driven 

and outside-in approach described in this article. As a  

second step, this view can be used to derive very practical 

growth paths for each of their products: create a targeted 

sales approach to achieve its deserved share; enhance the  

value proposition to grow its deserved share or use pricing 

excellence to maximize earnings. 

With a series of targeted interventions a company can get its 

growth strategy back on track and avoid sacrificing their precious 

margin in the process. Instead of applying a scattergun approach 

companies will benefit from a highly focused growth strategy 

with price playing the role it is most keen to play: to boost profits.
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